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Service Improvement

• Understand problems and possible causes
• Define aim and measures
• Collect change ideas
• Test change ideas with Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycles
• Implement changes that are improvements

Work with colleagues and value different perceptions
Link frontline changes to strategic objectives
Work towards sustainability at implementation
Three Work Streams

• Core donor pathway
  • Multiple visits
  • Access to investigations
  • Organisational aspects

• Specialist opinion
  • Urology
  • Cardiology
  • Mental health

• H&I
  • Timeliness
  • Testing and processing
  • Communication
Force-Field Analysis

• Visual representation of factors that may

  a) Support a proposed business change (organisation, team, individual)

  b) Oppose the change
Field-Force Analysis

Forces supporting change
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The proposed change

Forces opposing change
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Actions

• Core donor pathway
  1. 
  2. 
  3. 

• Specialist opinion
  1. 
  2. 
  3. 

• H&I
  1. 
  2. 
  3.
Understanding Barriers and Outcomes in Unspecified (altruistic) Kidney Donation

- 5 year multicentre study funded by National Institute for Health Research
- Three main questions:
  1. Are variations in transplant professionals’ practice and attitudes preventing some altruistic donations?
  2. Are physical and psychosocial outcomes equivalent between altruistic and directed donors?
  3. What are the economic benefits of altruistic kidney donation?

- WE NEED YOUR DONORS!!!
- Please ask your living donors (both altruistic and directed) about whether they would like to participate in BOUND
- Referring is easy! Simply call or email Marriam and she will do the rest!
  Marriam.Ghaffar@gstt.nhs.uk or 07939 207381